
Stäubli Robotics Announces the New Stericlean
 Robot for VHP Environments

 

Duncan, S.C., The new STERICLEAN
 robot is going where no other robotics 
application has effectively gone before 
 into barrier isolator systems used in
 aseptic processes in the pharmaceutical,
 life sciences and medical device indus-
tries.   According to the STERICLEAN 
developers, the innovation represents a
 major breakthrough in efforts to auto-
mate processes within isolators to elim-
inate the highest source of contamination 
 human operators.  The new technology
 also addresses repetitive motion concerns,
 inconsistency, and throughput issues that
 impact quality and productivity when 
human operators pierce an aseptic space.

Designed to protect both personnel and
 products, the STERICLEAN robot will 
withstand the hardships of gaseous H O2

 (hydrogen peroxide) used during regular2

sterilization processes by employing com-
plex surface coatings and full encapsulation
. The technology eliminates restrictive en-
closures and problems related to glove ports
, half suits and inflexible mechanical arms,
 plus other factors that undermined previous
 attempts at using robotics with isolator
 systems.  “Shadow areas,” or surfaces on
 and under the device that might otherwise
 elude the vaporized hydrogen peroxide, can
 now be effectively sterilized because the
 robot is deliberately and methodically

“A strong partnership between Stäubli, the
 system integrator and end-users continues
 to drive the success of the new technology,
 “says Ronan Le Floc'h of Sanofi Aventis.
  “We've proved that when committed
 partners share the same strategies and 
bring to the table experience in both robo-
tics and “clean room” environments, obs-
tacles to automating processes within
 isolators can be fully overcome.” During
 extensive testing, the new technology has
 already demonstrated its ability to simu-
late human motion and meet productivity 
goals, raising the rate at which syringes
 can be filled on a high-speed line signific-
antly.  STERICLEAN robots can be adap-
ted for a wide range of production needs,
 from dangerous pharmaceutical comp-
ounding to vaccines and cell culturing.

About Stäubli Robotics 
Stäubli Corporation is an international
 privately held group, founded over 100 
years ago in Switzerland, employing over

In 1980, Stäubli Group made the strategic
 decision to diversify into robotics,
 beginning with the affiliation of US
 Company Unimation (a pioneer in indu-
strial robotics). It launched the large 
SCARA RS robot range in 1987, acquired
 Unimation in 1988 and launched its RX 
range of robots in 1992. Today with the
 addition of the new RS series due to a 
recent acquisition of the Bosch Rexroth 
SCARA robot line, the newly developed 
TX series, and RX heavy payload robots,
 Stäubli has the broadest robot line on the
 market. Thousands of Stäubli robots 
have now been installed worldwide and 
the company currently boasts 32 sales
 and service subsidiaries in 24 countries 
and agents in over 50 countries

For additional information contact:
David ARCENEAUX
Business Development & Marketing Manager
Stäubli Robotics
864-486-5416 or d.arceneaux@staubli.com

Visit http://www.staubli.com for more 
information on the company and products.

 3,500 worldwide. Robot production is 
centered south of Geneva in the French 
Alps, with facilities across Europe, North 
and South America and the Far and 
Middle East. 

 moved during sterilization.  In addition to
 addressing product contamination issues,
 STERICLEAN robots also eliminate the
 chance that human operators will be con-
taminated by toxic drugs during filling 
operations or will suffer from repetitive 
motion injuries.

 

Remaining units of company’s Paradise Lusail development sold 
out, while sales of other residential and commercial projects impress

Al Madar’s participation in QREX 2008 culminates in major sales deals for projects in Dubai and Qatar  
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23% annual growth in GCC's hotel and serviced apartmen
t projects boosts demand for carpets and floor coverings
DOMOTEX Middle East opens gateway for international

 players to expand into lucrative Gulf markets
DOMOTEX Middle East, the only dedicated

 carpets and floor coverings exhibition in the 

MENA region, has revealed that the projected 

23 per cent annual growth of hotel and 

serviced apartment projects in the Gulf within

 the next three years will significantly boost the

 regional demand for diversity within the 

carpets and floor coverings industry.
In view of the region's remarkable market
 prospects, this year's edition of DOMOTEX
 Middle East - being held at the Dubai Inter-
national Convention and Exhibition Centre
 from May 25-27, 2008 - has been earmarked
 by global players as an ideal platform to 
promote and distribute various world-class
 products, as well as establish networks and 
ultimately establish a strong presence in the
 lucrative Gulf market
"The ongoing construction boom across all 
countries in the Gulf has obviously created a
 spike in demand for carpets and various
 other floor coverings. Global firms are now 
setting their sights on this rapidly growing 
sector and DOMOTEX Middle East will serve
 as the perfect venue for them to facilitate 
their expansion activities in the region," 
said Angela Schaschen, Managing Director,
 Deutsche Messe Dubai Branch, organisers
 of the global exhibition.

In the GCC alone, a compound annual growth
 rate of 23 per cent is expected among hotel 
and serviced apartment projects until 2010, 
according to a study by TRI Hospitality 
Consulting. This translates to over 77,872 new 
rooms expected to enter the GCC accommo-
dation market by the end of 2010, increasing 
the room supply by 86 per cent in just
 three years.
"This huge new supply of hotels and serviced

 apartments will accordingly require an ample

 quantity of quality carpets and floor coverings

. We are now feeling the impact of this rem-

arkable new development as there are already 

almost 200 hotel projects in the GCC being

 announced, representing over 40,000 new 

rooms that need carpet furnishing and other

 flooring products. This certainly points to the 

strength and potential of the regional market

," said Schaschen

Aside from the confirmed projects that have
 been included in TRI's research, several
 more projects that have yet to be confirmed
 were not included in the study. With the
 inclusion of these non-confirmed hotel 
projects, the additional supply would further
 increase by up to 25 per cent, bringing the
 total additional rooms to over 100,000 by
 the end of 2010.

Moreover, holding DOMOTEX Middle East 
in the UAE likewise delivers strategic benefits
 to various exhibitors and visitors of the 
exhibition as the country is currently the 
single largest hotel market in the GCC,
 accounting for a remarkable 73 per cent of 
the future total supply in the GCC. Partici-
pants can further optimise their participation
 as nearly 70 per cent of the UAE's total 
projects are located in Dubai, the primary 
host of the global networking event.

DOMOTEX Middle East 2008 will present a 

complete line-up of handmade and machine

-made carpets; textile and resilient floor 

coverings; parquet and wooden flooring;

 laminates; sports arena flooring; fibres, 

yarns and textiles; cleaning and application

 technologies; ceramic tiles; and natural 

stone and marble floorings

The international exhibition and trade fair is

 expected to gather a comprehensive line-up 

of wholesalers and retailers of floor coverings,

 decision makers in the contracting business, 

planners, architects, interior designers, 

construction companies, project planners,

 floor fitters and other skilled workers from

 the sector.

INTERPHEX 2008, Philadelphia, March 26--28 
Mixer solutions and diaphragm valves for the
 pharmaceutical industry
SteridoseÂ® specializes in the design and manufacturing of magnetically driven
 mixers and radial diaphragm valves. The SteridoseÂ® product range includes the 
SterimixerÂ®, SterivalveÂ®, SteriflangeÂ®, SanimixerÂ®, and SterisampleÂ®. 
Our magnetically driven mixer, the SterimixerÂ®, eliminates the risk of
 contamination. 
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ISPE, AAPS Partner to Host Life Sciences Job
 Fair in Collaboration with INTERPHEX2008

( TAMPA , FLORIDA , USA ,
 20 MARCH 2008) – ISPE will join the 
American Association of Pharmaceutical
 Scientists (AAPS) to present the second
 annual Life Sciences Job Fair at
 INTERPHEX2008, in collaboration with
 Reed Exhibitions. The event will be
 held 26-27 March 2008 at the Pennsy-
lvania Convention Center , Philadelphia 
, Pennsylvania USA.

The Life Sciences Job Fair will be held for
 all levels of professionals seeking scientific
 and technical positions within the life
 sciences industry. The event will offer a
 spectrum of career opportunities, including
 positions focused on research and develo-
pment, manufacturing, engineering, op-
erations / maintenance, architecture /
 engineering / construction, and packaging.
“This job fair has created a unique opp-
ortunity for three organizations to work
 together to enhance career opportunities 
for life sciences professionals,” said Bob
 Best , President/CEO of ISPE, a global 
Society of pharmaceutical science and
 manufacturing professionals representing 
25,000 Members.

A partnership between two leading non-
profit organizations serving the pharm-
aceutical industry, both ISPE and AAPS 
are dedicated to enhancing the careers of
 pharmaceutical science and manufa-
cturing industry professionals and
 shaping initiatives to help educate the
 pharmaceutical professionals of the
 future. 

“AAPS is very proud of the collaborative
 nature of our Career Center and the
 benefit it has provided the pharmaceutical
 science community,” stated John Lisack,
 Executive Director of AAPS. “The Life
 Sciences Job Fair is one such example,
 and we look forward to fostering similar
 relationships with other non-profit ass-
ociations in the life sciences arena.”

Please go to
 http://www.lifesciencesjobfair.org/ 
for more information, to search job
 postings, and to post your resume.

About ISPE
ISPE, the International Society for 
Pharmaceutical Engineering, is the
 Society of choice for 25,000 pharmac-
eutical science and manufacturing pro-
fessionals in 90 countries. ISPE aims to
 be the catalyst for "Engineering Pha-
rmaceutical Innovation" by providing
 Members with opportunities to develop 
technical knowledge, exchange practical
 experience, and collaborate with global 
regulatory agencies and industry leaders.
 Founded in 1980, ISPE has worldwide 
headquarters in Tampa , Florida , USA 
; its European office in Brussels , 
Belgium ; and its Asia Pacific office in 
Singapore . Visit www.ISPE.org for 
additional Society news and information.

About AAPS
The American Association of Pharma-
ceutical Scientists (AAPS) is a profess-
ional, scientific society of more than
 13,500 members employed in academia
, industry, government and other research
 institutes worldwide. Founded in 1986,
 AAPS provides a dynamic international 
forum for the exchange of knowledge
 among scientists to enhance their con-
tributions to health. AAPS offers timely
 scientific programs, on-going education
, information resources, and opportunities
 for networking and professional develop-
ment. To learn more about AAPS, please
 visit www.aapspharmaceutica.com.

About Reed Exhibitions
Reed Exhibitions, which manages more
 than 420 trade shows annually worldwide,
 is a member of the Reed Elsevier Group
 plc (NYSE:RUK) (NYSE:ENL), a world-
leading provider of information-driven
 services and solutions. Reed Exhibitions
 offers integrated market access programs
 covering exhibitions, trade publications,
 direct marketing and the Internet to a
 database of 3.5 million in North America 
. Reed has North American offices in 
Norwalk , CT , Newton , MA , Palm
 Beach , FL , Las Vegas and Toronto ,
 and sales operations offices worldwide. 

For more information contact:
Marni Schribman
Communications Manager
Tel: +1-813-960-2105, Ext. 277
E-mail: mschribman@ISPE.org
www.ISPE.org  

INTERPHEX2008, the premier
 event for the life sciences industry,
 provides the perfect backdrop for profe-
ssionals looking to make new industry
 contacts, network, and see the latest
 technology all in one place.

Balqis Residence Ground Breaking:
IFA Hotels & Resorts (IFA HR) 
officially broke ground on its Balqis
 Residence project in the Kingdom 
of Sheba resort, located on the 
Crescent of the Palm Jumeirah in 
Dubai. Gracing the Crescent on 
141,500 square metres of prime land,
 the Kingdom of Sheba is IFA HR’s 
largest project on the island and is
 

A global leader in the development
 of premier integrated and mixed-use
 hotel and tourism resort projects,
 IFA HR is present throughout
 Europe, the Middle East, the Far
 East, Africa, the Indian Ocean 
Region and North America.

certain to become a significant
 landmark.

    *  Paul Dryden, Deputy VP Kingdom of Sheba, IFA Hotels & Resorts
    * George Khoury, Senior VP Design & Development, IFA Hotels & Resorts
    * Chris  O'Donnell, Nakheel CEO
    * Werner Burger, President & COO, IFA Hotels & Resorts

Pictured above (from left to right):
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Al Basel Consultancy signs contract to promote Raffles Dubai across the Middle East and GCC
Cooperation aims to boost Raffles Dubai's business portfolio as tourism
 continues to generate excellent growth prospects for hospitality sector

Al Basel Consultancy, a leading consul-
tancy firm and a member of Al Basel
 Group, has announced today (Monday, 
March 24, 2008) that Raffles Dubai has 
joined Al Basel's pool of high-stakes 
clients after the two parties signed a con-
sultancy contract that will boost Raffles
 Dubai's business portfolio in the Middle 
East. The new agreement is part of Al 
Basel Consultancy's strategy to partner
 with prestigious business organisations
 to strengthen its reputation as a premier
 consultancy firm in the region.

Under the terms of the agreement, Al Basel
 Consultancy will leverage its extensive
 regional network, well-placed connections 
and deep knowledge of the regional market
 to create awareness of the Raffles brand
 and deliver more business opportunities,
 particularly in the GCC market. The co-
operation also takes advantage of the 
excellent performance of the tourism sector
, which accounts for up to 28 per cent of 
Dubai's GDP, presenting excellent growth
 prospects to key hospitality players such
 as Raffles Dubai.
"Al Basel Consultancy has prepared a
 portfolio of premium services specifically
 designed to increase market visibility for
 Raffles Dubai in the Middle East, par-
ticularly in the Gulf's hospitality sector.
 This agreement aims to aggressively pro-
mote the Raffles Dubai brand in key
 markets in the region through our exten-
sive network of partners and high-profile 
connections," said Basel Al Kasem, CEO, 
Al Basel Consultancy

 its competitive edge," added Al Kasem 
Hagop Doghramadjian, GM, Raffles Dubai,
 commented: "This agreement manifests
 our strong belief in the expertise and co-
mpetency of Al Basel Consultancy to de-
liver the results that we require. In this
 highly critical market, the premium value
 offered by a highly reliable consultant is
 beyond measure, and Raffles Dubai trusts
 that Al Basel Consultancy has the right
tools to improve our business value in this
 specific region.”

The full range of services to be offered by
 Al Basel Consultancy includes general 
business consultations, partnership opp-
ortunities, market consultancy, advising
 on marketing tools, consultations to sell 
or buy shares, targeting important GCC
 events, and advice and due diligence in
 all aspects of Raffles Dubai's business
 including segmenting the right agents for
 businesses from abroad, indirectly brin-
ging businesses, and boosting Raffles 
Dubai's portfolio of high-end clients.

Located adjacent to Wafi City, the legen-
dary Raffles Dubai is the latest destina-
tion and the only branch in the Middles 
East of Raffles Hotels & Resorts, a worl-
dwide collection of luxury hotels and
 resorts and winner of such accolades as
 "Top 100 Hotels of the World", "World's
 Best Places to Stay" and "Top 25 Hotels
 in Asia". Built in the form of a stunning
 pyramidal structure, Raffles Dubai offers
 248 opulent suites, including two royal,
 four presidential, 24 landmark and 24
 diplomatic suites. It also features the un-
ique, one-hectare Raffles Botanical Garden,
 which depicts the four elements of life 
 earth, wind, fire and water  promising an
 enchanting experience to all visitors

Culinary preferences at Raffles Dubai span
 the globe through its 11 food and beverage 
outlets, while it also offers excellent health
 and fitness facilities with the decadent 
RafflesAmrita Spa. Raffles Dubai is part
 of Raffles Hotels & Resorts' seven branches
 deployed all over the world, including those
 in Beijing and California, while a total of
 13 branches are under development, in-
cluding branches in France and the Maldives
. Raffles also plans to open numerous new
 hotels in several key cities in the 
Middle East.

Al Basel Consultancy is the newest member
 of Al Basel Group, which has a number of 
business interests in various sectors in the
 UAE and in the greater GCC region. Al
 Basel Consultancy boasts a highly comp-
etent team of professionals led by the co-
mpany's CEO Basel Al Kasem, recognized
 as one of the region's leading figures in real
 estate consultancy with his comprehensive
 knowledge of the regional market and
 hands-on experience with elite projects
 such as the iconic Burj Al Arab.

INTERPHEX 2008: COMAR, INC. LAUNCHES NEW 
PRINT DOSAGE CUP DESIGN IN RESPONSE TO 
PEDIATRIC LIQUID COUGH AND COLD MARKET 
CONCERNS.

"Raffles Dubai can also greatly benefit 
from Al Basel Consultancy's intimate kn-
owledge of the regional temperament, 
which will help Raffles Dubai pinpoint 
high-yielding market segments and boost
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